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Dogs have once again proven to be human's best friend. A new study published by
Current Biology finds that dogs' eyes well up with tears when they're reunited with
their owners after long periods of ...
Dogs Shed Actual Tears of Joy When Reunited with Their Owners, Study Finds
Scientists have created model mouse embryos from stem cells that have beating
hearts, as well as the foundations for a brain and all of the other organs in the
mouse body. Stem cells are the body's ...
Scientists Grow “Synthetic” Mouse Embryo – With Brain and Beating Heart – From
Stem Cells
Genetic engineering experts at the University of Cambridge have produced a
"synthetic" mouse embryo without the use of egg or sperm cells.
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Scientists created 'synthetic' embryo with a brain without using egg or sperm cells
Researchers have created model embryos from mouse stem cells that form a brain
a beating heart and the foundations of all the other organs of the body a new a ...
Study: 'Synthetic' embryo with brain and beating heart grown from multiple stem
cells
analysis – "upend a prevalent dogma that heart failure results from a common final
pathway," say the study's authors, "and can guide the future development of
therapies with selective targets to ...
Study provides new insight into the cellular and molecular biology of human heart
failure
Minimizing free energy can help guide our actions ... a “theory of everything”
spanning neuroscience, psychology and biology! But not everyone is convinced it’s
a useful idea.
‘Life hates surprises’: can an ambitious theory unify biology, neuroscience and
psychology?
Scientists have learned a lot about human biology by looking at cells under ... How
have you used cell painting to study gene function? Carpenter: One of the
problems with cancer is that there ...
Scaling up cell imaging
Our six-part mindfulness guide will inform and inspire ... according to a new study
published Thursday in the journal Current Biology. "Influential theories suggested
that fatigue is a sort ...
Your body may be pushing you to make worse choices after a day of hard thinking,
study finds
A study in Denver is trying ... they could share some underlying biology. If the
researchers can determine what's happening, that information could guide efforts
to find treatments, by pointing ...
Study looking at whether history of concussions increases odds of long COVID
It is very likely to have heard high school students say that they dream of going
into the biomedical field or becoming a doctor. On platforms like College
Confidential and Reddit, it is not so hard ...
Opinion: Pre-med and biology hype among high school students
“It’s been very rewarding for me to step into this role as a mentor and as someone
who can guide and direct ... the competition have gone on to study space biology
and have published peer ...
Blast off! NC student’s gene experiment to be tested at the International Space
Station
In research published today in PLOS Computational Biology, an international
research ... data was lacking," Professor ter Kuile said. "This study combines all the
available SP resistance data ...
Using mathematical modelling to fight malaria
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The way in which an aspiring research scholar seeks chance in a foreign university
is quite different from the universities here. Before applying at.scholarship. Keerthi
S Baliga. research scholar.
This is how Keerthi Baliga from Thrissur bagged a prestigious UK research
scholarship
Minimizing free energy can help guide our actions, too. According to the free
energy ... So the free energy principle is a “theory of everything” spanning
neuroscience, psychology and biology! But not ...
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